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Ariel, a twenty-six year public safety veteran, watched technology advance at a rate not seen by any preceding generation. She is a professional, and excited to see her plans come together for public safety as it has for the private sector. Today Ariel finds herself responding to one of the most stressful endeavors in policing; she is walking into a mobile command center in response to a major natural disaster in Wonderland County, California.

News of the dead and injured, and widespread looting, are playing on the screens that line the walls. She begins thinking about how the public safety response will play a crucial role in this situation. She begins the process of requesting mutual aid that includes local, state and national agencies as she removes the key to unleash this advanced response from the clip on her waistband. Through applications on her smartphone, she assumes Incident Command in a new system that will prove to be less chaotic than previous responses. She and her colleagues advocated this technology since our nation’s response to Hurricane Katrina in August 2005, and this is its first real-time test.

As responders begin arriving in the area, they logon to a specifically designed application on their smartphones and tablets. Within this application is access to communications for public safety officials, EOC and other responding groups. In it is the current Incident Action Plan. The action plan allows team leaders to brief their people in the field without responding to the EOC or staging area. Teams go directly to their assignments while being tracked by personnel in the EOC through GPS location software in each Smartphone. In the meantime, Ariel has little traffic inside the EOC, allowing for key personnel to concentrate on this critical, but fluid situation. The lack of distractions enhances their ability to make quick changes in the response like a game of chess.
Ariel, like many public safety leaders across the country, had identified historic issues with the discrepancies responders to previous large-scale incidents have always had with regard to response, control, and recordkeeping in disaster management. She and her colleagues co-opted a readily available technology, the Smartphone, as their best solution due to its inherent communications and computing ability. In essence, the everyday phone on each officer’s belt became a mobile data computer and police radio in one device. This made it not only an effective tool for law enforcement, but cost effective as well. One might think the capacity to repurpose Smartphones for these uses is beyond possibility. Nothing could be further from the truth.

**Communications**

Today, because of a lack of interoperability, it takes more personnel to operate an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) during a multi-jurisdictional catastrophe. Each group using a different frequency or talk group must be represented inside the EOC. The three important tools in any EOC is the radio system, cellular telephones and the mobile data computer. None of them are truly capable of working perfectly with one another, and do not tend to compliment each as well as they should, at least not at the moment. Fortunately, a companion technology in telephony has become so commonplace it can become the interoperable management tool of the future. No doubt, you are probably wearing it right now; it is the everyday smartphone.

Today, the smartphone is the primary tool used by most people for business and personal use to stay “connected”. It may take on many different shapes as time goes on, and may even become a part of our clothing or eyewear (Dillon 2011), but it definitely seems we cannot do without being connected anymore. The real question is; what will the Smartphone do for public safety? Ariel’s scenario doesn’t yet exist; however, it isn’t a far stretch from what the future
holds for this device with regards to public safety use. Although progress is slow, there is a path being taken to lead us there.

The first mechanism that put Smartphones on the path was before they were even in use. In 1989, the Federal government upgraded their existing communications to what is known as P25. Project 25 was adopted by Congress and administered through the Association of Public Safety Communications Officials (APCO). It addressed the issue of proprietary equipment between companies that provide communications equipment to public safety (such as Motorola, Harris, and Tait, to name a few). Although P25 is meant to address interoperability issues between agencies during emergencies (Hawkins, 2007), it also sets rules to which manufacturers must abide to make most of their equipment compatible with their competition. With the evolution of P25, requirements for public safety radio now include migrating to digital communications. When manufacturers equipment becomes compatible, it allows public safety to have more choices, which can save money and allow for better technology. It also eliminates the question of whether or not it will work with an existing system. Upgrading to digital communications modernizes our systems, and also lays the foundation to optimize the use of today’s smartphone technology.

Some of us in public safety can remember 1989. That year San Francisco suffered the largest earthquake since the big one in 1906. The Loma Prieta earthquake was a magnitude 6.9 and lasted 15 seconds (Tierny 1993). It shocked the Bay Area infrastructure, knocked down bridges, and separated power, gas and water lines. At the time, the only means of fluid communication was by placing a representative from each responding agency inside the EOC. Each person would then communicate with their agency, and relay information one piece at a time. Naturally, the process of completing simple messages and relaying critical information was
excruciatingly slow. This incident identified a need for improved communications between public safety responders that still lingers today. This example, among many other man-made and other natural disasters in recent years, prompted adoption of P25 compliance standards for the United States in 1989.

A second example, 12 years later, is the terrorist attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, that exposed a profound issue with public safety communications infrastructure. On that day in New York City, 411 public safety personnel lost their lives. An inability to communicate amongst multiple police, fire and emergency services jurisdictions played a role in this death toll. Public safety’s communications issues continued at the three rescue operations areas; New York City, the Pentagon, and Somerset County, Pennsylvania (911 Commission, 2002). Had there been interoperability between police and fire, more public safety lives may have been saved at the Twin Towers.

Interoperability currently continues to hinder public safety. The reasons are many, but one large factor is the sheer number of public safety organizations in the United States. According to the National Institute of Justice, additional radio spectrum is needed, along with additional infrastructure. Every time an organization upgrades their communications system, they purchase something different from their neighboring agencies, or those agencies are limited on funds to upgrade at the same time. Regionalizing communication systems does help, but two issues slow this process.

Some administrators feel they lose local control, and there are three different frequencies to communicate for public safety land mobile radio, UHF, VHF and 700-800MHz. They do not communicate with each other effectively. Additionally some agencies use “Trunking” which essentially allows an agency to make several talk groups using two or more channels. Trunking
technology is not friendly to mountainous terrain without a large expense, so some cities use it while both the county sheriff and all fire agencies use non-trunking technology. County agencies tend to have more issues with terrain than cities, while fire needs to communicate within a county and throughout the state for wildfire response mutual aid. Without having multiple radios in a vehicle, the agencies cannot communicate from one agency to the next.

In August 2005, the California Highway Patrol responded to Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana, to assist in the disaster, (California POST, 2006). 100 CHP Officers, 50 vehicles and 3 CHP Helicopters responded. The logistics alone was enough of a shock; they were told to be totally self-sufficient. They prepared the best way they could by trying to figure out how they were going to communicate, eat, shower, and fuel their vehicles. In the end, they found that some officers brought GPS locating devices and mapping software, which worked very well because the street signs were either missing or under water and they could not figure their location otherwise. They brought several types of communication devices, including satellite telephones. None of it worked, and they realized quickly that the only means of communications was by having the helicopter in direct line of sight of the officers on the ground. The helicopter in turn relayed the information back to the EOC, where CHP officials stood by to give information to the Incident Command.

The three examples of “wildcard” events (Loma Prieta, 9/11 and Katrina) give us insight to gaps in capacity and our weaknesses. It is through events such as these, though, that positive change occurs. Through the recommendations of the 9/11 Commission and Congress Passing H.R. 3630 in 2012, the Federal Government is attempting to improve public safety communication. A Bill titled, “The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012,”
contained a provision for public safety called “D Block” Legislation. In short, this legislation is intended to produce a national public safety broadband network, (Perera, 2012).

The P25 standard and “D Block” Legislation are two pieces to a puzzle that are falling into place for public safety interoperability. This standard mandates all public safety to use the same type of equipment, thus increasing compatibility. The question is what device will be the answer to our problems in the end? Here is one more indication the Smartphone will be the very tool that ends the problem of interoperability. P25’s current standard is digital communications, which fits nicely with 4G technology and is the key to having the ability to talk over any public safety P25 system. 4G technology greatly increases bandwidth and uses Internet protocol, making the 4G smartphone a small computer device as well (Levine 2012). There is new talk of saving a certain amount of 4G LTE spectrum solely for public safety use nationwide (Steen 2012).

As our technology and culture changes it will end the issues public safety endured during Katrina and others. New technology tested at the 2012 Republican National Convention in Florida is proving to be one of those changes. Several large communication and computer companies working together made it possible for the smartphone to communicate with public safety radios using 4G LTE technology. During the test, it was noted that they did carry a pack, which contained a small modem device to make it possible. They conceded the technology could be incorporated into the device itself (Steen 2013). The second problem in such disasters as Katrina is a complete failure of cellular towers during a catastrophe. iDAWG (Intelligent Deployable Augmented Wireless Gateway) specifically designed for public safety uses, is a new emerging technology making it possible for devices to connect to each other and bypass the cell
tower altogether during emergency situations (Pittman 2012). This technology gives the smartphone the advantage for public safety communications.

There is a need for specifically designed applications for public safety, such as command and control software regarding emergency operations as given in the scenario involving Ariel. Two companies, Twisted Pairs and Raytheon have developed a means to connect Smartphones to a P25 radio system. (Businesswire, 2012) Law enforcement leaders should get on board now and provide input on the construction of a Smartphone specifically for our interoperability needs. An off the shelf Smartphone could give the employee the ability to use the device for making routine phone calls, while having the ability to link itself to public safety communications and software applications. Public safety leadership should think ahead and make the determination of whether we want to have public safety Smartphones in the future, or whether we could supply an application on phones bought from the store for our people to communicate. One solution may be to give the portable radio the ability to have cellular connectivity, along with having an off-the-shelf Smartphone. These are some of the issues we will need to tackle, and very soon.

**Computing ability**

When local agencies gain the ability for smartphones to communicate over their own communication system, there will not be a need to purchase so many expensive portable and mobile radios. Cloud technology for data storage will share a future role as well. As the cloud continues to develop, public safety software will produce the ability in a manner of speed not seen today. For example, there is facial recognition software called Pitt Patt made for a mobile device. When a police officer photos someone in the field, the software sends the photo to the cloud, which searches for the face on the Internet, including Face Book Accounts. Using facial recognition software, the officer tracks down the identity of the person in minutes, Keller (2011).
When we link this technology with NCIC and other law enforcement databases, it could make today’s license plate readers look like child’s play.

Smartphones will save agencies money, while increasing capability. Like all others, public safety uses smartphones as a telephone and to text. These modes of communication are particularly useful when a suspect may be monitoring police frequencies. Increasingly, the police are also using phones for photos and video, and to co-opt the GPS mapping functions. For instance, some applications made for public safety are specific to SWAT and perimeter scenarios that are capable of using mapping software from the Internet such as Google Maps. The Dragon Force application seems to be moving in this direction with software specifically designed for public safety through the smartphone (DragonForce 2012). Dragon’s specialty is specific to personnel tracking, with operational programs for day-to-day work and for emergency management. The software is not tied to any record management system, but can be used by individual users over a network with 256-bit AES encryption and stored on the Internet (DragonForce 2012). To make the scenario involving Ariel a reality, three things need to occur: The ability to talk to any police or fire frequency with a smartphone, software developed to work with public safety’s records management systems, and the approval to connect the smartphone to law enforcement data services such as the National Crime Information Center (NCIC).

For large-scale events where there are multiple agencies involved, a common software application for the smartphone could be used to do the necessary things needed by first responders. If the application is tied together, on a common records management system, then a permanent record of what happened is recorded. An example is the door-to-door checks for people, either injured, or dead, which took place during hurricane Katrina. If we take what we learned form the CHP’s professional response to Hurricane Katrina, we can realize how
technology in tomorrow's Smartphone will fulfill all the missing things the responders needed to make the response a seamless one. There was no software available to do this type of inventory, other than manually writing it down and spraying the United Nations symbols on the doorways. In the future, groups of first responders will be tracked in the field from the EOC, regardless of what agency they are from. Each group will enter the data on their smartphone by checking boxes, and all data is retrieved from the application, which is reviewed by the EOC to ensure the search is complete, and that we are not searching the same places multiple times. On top of that, streaming video, and photographic evidence is used and broadcast to the EOC where command and control decisions are made. Any of the first responders will have the ability to speak to the EOC using their smartphone to talk over public safety land-based radio. Likewise, all Incident Command Forms could be available and requests could be made to the appropriate branches or groups through the device.

The University of Maryland is testing camera and video devices that feed live video to officers in the field from the reporting party through the 911 dispatch giving the ability for the officer to see what the caller is seeing, McKenna (2012). In fact, the only limits to possible uses are our ability to imagine how the technology might be used to protect the public. Fire could have the ability to better size up a fire situation while responding to the call and ambulance personnel could communicate with family members or bystanders while en route to a medical emergency, giving them vital first aid information. All of the information is stored in records management systems automatically, which means less personnel needed for records keeping and data entry. Likewise, if officers can solve more crimes within minutes, using this technology, there may be fewer personnel in the field, or at least the organization can focus their attention on specific matters for day-to-day operations.
Conclusion

When smartphones have the ability to communicate on public safety frequencies, it will be a game changer. It is safe to say that software companies will see the change as an opportunity when this happens and begin producing the needed software specifically for handling large-scale events, as well as day-to-day operations. It will save money by not having to provide all personnel with expensive portable radio equipment. Most government agency employees currently have smartphones issued to them so there is no need for a special smartphone with a high price tag. This is especially important for police, who can use the smartphone inconspicuously during under cover operations.

It is paramount for public safety officials to recognize the capability of this technology when it comes to field operations. Paying attention to this is equally important because we should be an important factor over how we want this technology to improve public service. The best choice points towards using an off the shelf smartphone, “Some say the way of the future will be for this type of communication — off-the-shelf devices with dedicated applications that do what public safety officials need — to replace traditional police radios (Steen 2012).” If the Federal government comes through with reserving portions of the 4G LTE spectrum and 700-800 MHz Public safety communications frequencies for the entire nation, we are well on the way. We can simplify operations and make them less chaotic by having ICS based (incident command system) software, which incorporates such things as video, communications and GPS tracking of all responders placed into one device, that can be used efficiently during emergencies.
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